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PLUG & PLAY
The CUBE does not require installation, it does not make use of
the roof  hatch leaving it free for ventilation and as an escape 
route. There is no need to drill any fixing holes in any part of the 
cab.
CUBE is totally portable, cool air inside the cab, with the warm 
exhaust air simply venting through a partially open window using 
the unique CUBE installation kit designed to maintain cab security.
Just plug the connection kit to the power cable and Cube is ready 
for use.

COMFORT
The CUBE air conditioner grants a high level of comfort by cooling
down and drying the cabin air. The fan is powerful enough to keep
air circulating inside the cab.

SAFE
The aeration hoses are fixed to the partially opened window by the
universal installation kit supplied with each unit. Thieves, pollution,
smog and insects are kept out as if the window was fully closed.

VERSATILE
CUBE not only keeps the cab cool during the summer, it can also 
contribute to dehumidifying the interior in cooler conditions.

PORTABLE
CUBE is a breakthrough in vehicle air conditioning. It is the one ultra-
compact air conditioner on the market that can be easily moved from
one vehicle to another.
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PERFECT FOR FLEETS

NEW 12 VOLT CUBE

QUALITY
CUBE boasts outstanding performance thanks to the use of high
quality components. Parts used in manufacture are very well proven
having been utilised for many years in specialist OE optional parking
coolers by major truck builders, for example IVECO.
CUBE uses the SECOP (formally Danfoss) BD350GH compressor. 
From the outset this compressor was designed to operate with DC
power only, there is no AC requirement whatsoever. Because of this
design feature, battery usage is kept to a minimum.

INTELLIGENT
In auto mode the CUBE adjusts the speed of the compressor and the
cooling fans, another special feature to reduce battery consumption.

PORTABLE

.
NEW 12 VOLT CUBE
For use in light commercial vehicles, motorhomes and ambulances, ask about the new 12 volt CUBE.
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TECHNICAL

*Above figures measured with ambient outside temperature of 32° C and inside 
temperature of 25° C.
Design and specification are subject to modification without notice.

12v & 24v


